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I am an economics professor focusing on retirement security and jobs. 
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Here it comes again: the compulsion to see American politics and the economy through a generational lens. 

In an article this week, Politico’s chief economics correspondent Ben White pivots off the fact the top three 

Democratic presidential candidates are 70 and over to argue “Baby Boomers broke America.” From climate 

change to the national debt to crumbling infrastructure to rising student debt, White puts our myriad political 

and economic problems at the feet of the Boomer generation.  

Let’s put aside the fact that marketing companies invented the generations framework to tailor their marketing. 

But they do so only after they divide customers into income groups—marketers care about income and class 

more than age. A more meaningful description of Americans is we range from rich to poor.  

The most distinguishing aspect of the American economy over the last 30 years is how much we have tolerated 

rising wealth and income inequality. As Professors Saez and Zucman’s new book shows, in 1980 the top 1% 

earned a bit more than 10% of the nation’s income while the bottom half earned 20%. In 2018 the top 1% has 

one fifth of all income and the bottom 50% has just 12%. This is not a Boomers-vs-everyone-else story. It is a 

rich-vs-everyone-else story.  

https://www.forbes.com/retirement
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/26/how-the-baby-boomers-broke-america-058122
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https://www.amazon.com/Triumph-Injustice-Rich-Dodge-Taxes/dp/1324002727


So what’s harmful about the lens of generations? If you use the generational divide you’ll get a blurry picture of 

what needs to be fixed, because the meaningful cleavages in the U.S. are income and privilege, not age. Chelsea 

and Hillary, or Ivanka and Donald, have much more in common with each other than my son and the kids his 

age in his inner city public high school who dropped out before junior year (over one-third of them did). 

The clearest example of how muddy generational thinking relates to Social Security. White’s Politico article 

chastises Boomers for betraying younger generations by “ensuring that giant entitlement programs are 

protected,” such as when Obama’s “grand bargain” to cut Social Security benefits fell apart.  

To cast Social Security as a generational conflict demeans the needs of the aged and justifies cutting Social 

Security benefits just as the country faces a looming retirement income crisis. The false “war between the ages” 

feeds the faulty notion that an aging society’s financial issues  would be solved if we all worked longer, a 

common refrain from the likes of the Economist and the OECD. 

But making the elderly work in food service to justify pension cuts won’t help the young. The call to work 

longer rings especially hollow for the more than 50% of older workers who find themselves involuntarily 

retired due to layoffs, ill health, or other unavoidable life shocks.  

Being good to older workers and providing more pensions will not drain resources from the young. Research 

shows there is no trade-off between national spending on the elderly and children; in fact, spending on the old is 

strongly correlated with generous spending on children.  

In the United States and other nations, old age programs greatly benefit the young. U.S. children receive Social 

Security benefits directly and indirectly by living in households that rely on old age benefits. Benefits and care 

to grandparents lower poverty rates among both children and the elderly. About 6.1 million children under age 

18 (8 percent of all U.S. children) lived in families that received income from Social Security in 2017 and the 

income lifted 1 million children out of poverty. In comparison, 2.6 million children received payments from the 

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program.  

Graduate student Melina Moe and I examined the relationship between education and pension generosity, 

proxies for the government’s generosity towards the young and the old. Instead of finding a trade-off, we found 

a tight positive correlation (paper available upon request).  

We know two-way correlations may indicate profound connections or may be spurious. The two measures of 

generosity may be related because aging nations are rich countries that spend more money on both education 

and pensions. Whatever the underlying cause, however, experience shows that spending on the old and the 

young are complements, not trade-offs. We are not alone in these findings; other studies have also shown a 

positive relationship in inter-generational spending.  

Let me put the point that the warfare between generations is a false battle another way. Government spending 

on the old and young do not compete for a fixed share of GDP in some mathematical and physical trade-off 

process. Instead, decisions about what to spend on the old and what to spend on the young are political. When 

citizens want to help vulnerable people, political alliances form and public spending on social insurance and 

education increases. 

The evidence supports solidarity among generations, not divisions. Solidarity across socioeconomic status 

through political action has helped support Social Security and income transfers children through better schools 

and more income to working families. When we view politics through a blunt generational lens, we lose sight of 

this solidarity. 
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